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Company Profile
We have over 35 years experience in our industry and we have built
up an enviable reputation. We have a large portfolio of products
with a client base ranging from large multi nationals, professional
service companies and small businesses. As a result we have
numerous satisfied customers who can and will provide testimony
on our expertise and professionalism. From the initial planning
stages through to installation and completion, our team apply
their technical expertise and skills to ensure a smooth transition
from the old to the new.

SPACE planning
Space planning is an essential part of the modern day office.
With our team of highly skilled CAD designers we aim to fulfil the
planning requirements of all our clients. Our planning service
ranges from detailed 2D cad plans to impressive 3D renders. All
plans are produce to the highest standard creating the most
stylish yet practical working environment.
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Project Management
Our aim is to liaise with you throughout the project to create the
office design and business working environment you require,
meet the operational needs of your staff and create the company
image you wish to promote to your suppliers and customers.
Our success has been built on completing projects on time and
within budget and with the minimum disruption to your business
and employees. Thereafter we provide a service with ongoing
maintenance support which sets the seal on a project of the
highest quality.
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Sirius

Sirius Cantilever Desking. A high quality cost
effective desking solution. Incorporating a
cantilever leg design with optional cable
management. The range also includes a
complete selection of standard desk shapes
and sizes.

Available Desk Shapes
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As an alternative option from our Sirius range we have
Odyssey. A simple and timeless panel end design to uplift
any working environment.
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ODYSSEY
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Qudos

Qudos Cable Managed Desking.
Incorporates a fully cable managed cantilever leg
design and has a wide range of desking shapes from
1200 segments to hot desks.
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Available Desk Shapes
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Pure & Pure Bench

Pure Desking is a modern take on
affordable desking. The individual desks
offer the bench impression without
restrictions. Pure Storage is also available
with handle less fascias to create a
smooth stylish finish.

Pure Bench has all the characteristics
of a modern bench system. Leg sharing
capabilities, extension frames, cable
management and frame mounted
screens. A competitive option for bench
desking.

Available Pure Desk Shapes
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Veta Bench is also a
cost effective benching
system. Available in
700mm & 800mm deep
desking sizes.

VETA BENCH

Veta also has the option
of single desks & single
runs to complement the
bench range.
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ibench

Hoop Leg ‘A’ Frame Goal Post

iBench is idea for the modern open plan office.
With the ability to share components, iBench
allows for continuous, cable managed desking
configurations. The choice of 3 leg styles adds
variation and style

iBench also offers individual desks
and has a range of storage to
complement.

Available Desk Shapes
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The addition of the boardroom
tables in each of the 3 leg designs
provides a constant theme
throughout the building
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Evolution
Breathe life into your office space with the natural texture of the Evolution
Oak finish. Combine with fresh colours to create a truly uplifting atmosphere.

Add a dash of colour. Evolution offers 21 RAL colour finish legs
to allow a little creativity in your working environment
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Height Adjustable
Freedom X
Freedom X Bench and Individual desks
offer a stylish option for electric sit/
stand desking for a wide range of
budgets, whilst providing you with
all the health benefits of an active
workspace.
With height adjustment between
650mm to 1300mm the Freedom X
range gives a TRUE Sit-Stand solution.

Freedom Lite

Available Desk Shapes for Freedom Lite
Freedom Lite is a more cost effective option
of Sit/Stand electric desking. A choice of desk
shapes and sizes are available to suit your
requirements.
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Executive

Executive is a luxury desk range without the luxury
price tag, the two toned option in an extensive
choice of board colour creates a unique and
modern design.
Executive is available as a radial or a straight desk.
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KNOK TABLES

A versatile range of boardroom, meeting & breakout tables. Knok has the ability
to create single or two piece tables with the option of cable ports and power
management. The impressive Selection of sizes allows Knok to be specified
throughout the workplace.
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Evolve

Boardroom & Conference

Conference Tables
Evolve Oak Legs offer a natural contrast to a modern
interior layout, bringing the outside in. Or be inspired
with a dash of colour encouraging creativity and flair.
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Tilt Top

Folding Leg

Stacking Leg
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Receptiv

Disabled access base units are an important
addition to your office reception and can be
configured into your desired reception layout,
whether curved or straight.
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Mix and match board colours to
create fresh and modern reception
combinations.
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ALLURE

Allure is our latest range of stylish Reception counters. Its modular design, the option of multiple panel designs and our choice of 18
board finishes allows you to create a truly unique reception to make a statement in your reception area.
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Break OUT FURNITURE

Evolve is the latest addition of boardroom, social
and breakout tables. Available as dining, poseur
and coffee tables with complementing stools
and bench seats. Evolve adds a fresh, alternative
look to our extensive table offering.
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Escape Benches are a versatile range of breakout
furniture. From Panel End dining heights to Hoop
Leg poseur heights there is a wide range of sizes
to choose from to suit your breakout area.
Seat pads are an optional extra for Escape Bench
seating. The range is enhanced by the extensive
choice of board colours and adds extra depth to
your interior.

As well Escape Bench we have bistro style tables and seating and a full
range of soft seating.
The Form seating range is a modular soft seating range allowing you to
create flowing shapes to suit your break out space. Included in form is
also the high back booths and seating for when a little extra privacy is
needed for informal meetings.
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SEATING

To complete your office space we also offer a full range
of task seating that is supportive and comfortable.
Some ranges also have conference chairs to match.
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Veto

Rascal

Look

Eco

Platform

GO

Flexi

Relax

Theo

Flexi Club
Lyra
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Lyra Mesh

Ole
In addition to the Form booths and sofas we offer a whole other range of breakout
seating from poseur bistro style chairs to individual upholstered chairs.
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Storage

Finishes
Board Colours

AN
Anthracite

N
Walnut

DN
Dijon Walnut

SC
Santiago Cherry

CO
Calva Oak

LO
Light Oak

B
Beech

SO
Stone Oak

VO
Verade Oak

New
CM
Canadian Maple

JA
Japanese Ash

BL
Black

S
Silver

G
Grey RAL 7012

S
Silver RAL 9006

ST
Slate

G
Grey

W
White

M
Mocha

NO
Nebraska Oak

Trim Colours

BL
Black RAL 9017

Qudos Grey
Grey RAL 7024

W
White RAL 9016

Receptiv Fronts
A full range of storage is also available.
With the option of one colour or two
tone in a huge range of 18 board finishes

M
Mirror
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S
Silver

OR
Orange

GR
Green
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Systems desking
Executive
Reception
Conference
Training room
Storage
Screens
Space Planning
Project Management
CAD Design
Installation
Finance & Leasing
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